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Investigator testifying in court is the judicial practice in recent years in 
the research of key issues. But most of them simply to the Anglo-American 
law system as the blueprint, and did not recognize the system eventually to be 
rooted in Chinese criminal procedure system. This article attempts from the 
Xiamen City investigators give evidences in court practice proceed with, 
analysed the reform bottleneck, inquiry system and value formation, and from 
the present stage of China's procedural value view, exploring the investigator 
testifying in court localization construction. 
This article altogether divides into four chapters: 
The first chapter summarizes our investigators appearing in court to 
testify system history, draw the outline of legislation and practice. Summary of 
Xiamen City detective appearing in court as a witness the present situation and 
the characteristic, pointed out that practice facing investigators have the 
qualification of witness, testify whether the program has a special program, to 
testify in court legal effect three understanding bottlenecks and elaborated. 
The second chapter first through the analysis system cause of formation, 
and points out that establishing the litigant principle lawsuit pattern on the 
investigator testifying in court to be transplanted into China's traditional on the 
mandatory rights litigation mode of litigation system, two kinds of harmonious 
system inevitable contradiction; through the analysis of two systems of 
punishing crimes and safeguarding human rights in the two lawsuit purpose 
different proportion, it is pointed out that the system is not harmonious reason 
lies in the system of litigation on behalf of different values. 
The third chapter describes the rational value of the concept, put forward 
" judgment at the present stage of our country criminal prosecution value 















proportion system " solve train of thought, and through the analysis of China's 
criminal litigation efficiency, such as order of priority value requirements 
under the constitutional system, proposing the principles of localization, and 
the investigation of appearing in court as a witness, witness identification 
procedure rules of construction, to testify in court legal consequences 
prescribed specific system construction. 
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的案例：《民警出庭作证,毒贩低头认罪》,参见《检察日报》2002 年 3 月
31 日;《为恶势力头目作伪证》,参见《检察日报》2002 年 4 月 17 日;《证
人席上出现新身影》,参见《检察日报》2002 年 4 月 19 日;《被告人突然翻
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